When typical adults watch TV programs or movie scenes, they show surprisingly stereo-typed gaze behaviours in time and space[@b1][@b2][@b3], as typically indicated by almost simultaneous shifts of their gazes from one face to another[@b4]. Recent studies have shown with the aid of multidimensional scaling that such typical temporo-spatial gaze behaviours were not shared by adults with autism[@b4] or by monkeys[@b3] and were quite different from those generated artificially based on low-level physical features[@b3]. These previous findings suggest that temporo-spatial gaze behaviours of typical adults are driven by some human specific social "saliency", which must be different from the standard saliency model that depends solely on the low-level physical features[@b5][@b6]. In the present study, we propose a rule that determines the dynamic choice among the faces while viewing motion pictures.

First, we placed a face detection mechanism along a cascade of other factors in our model for face selection ([Figure 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) because typical adults spend most of their time viewing a face, whether they viewed motion pictures[@b4][@b7][@b8] or still pictures[@b9][@b10]. However, we also looked at other items in a scene; for example, text typically attracts attention[@b4][@b9][@b11]. Thus, in the first part of this study, we tested whether the essence of actual gaze behaviours was retained after disregarding non-face objects while they viewed short video clips that featured two or more human characters.

We then examined gaze patterns when the video clips were played without sound, to evaluate if verbal semantics plays a critical role in determining our gaze behaviour. If verbal semantics in conversation is critical, our stereo-typed gaze behaviours should be significantly altered by not providing sound. We also presented the video clips in reverse, to further test whether the normal context other than the verbal semantics is critical for the generation of gaze behaviours. If the gaze behaviours are depending solely on the low-level physical features, the behaviours should be symmetric in time reversal.

We then hypothesized that the saliency of each face is determined by a combination of its size, novelty, head movement, and mouth movement ([Figure 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). We chose size because a recent neuroimaging study has shown that responses in the fusiform face area were clearly modulated by the size of the face stimuli[@b12]. We added the novelty component because the amygdala, which is assumed to be a member of face detection circuits, is reported to respond strongly to novel faces[@b13][@b14][@b15]. We chose head and mouth movements because a number of face areas over the occipitotemporal cortex are responsive both to biological motion and face stimuli[@b16]. In addition, movements in not only the mouth but also the head are reported to provide information on the timing of speech and turn-takings in conversation[@b17][@b18].

We show here that our gaze behaviours did not much depend on the availability of sound, but were sensitive to time reversal. We further show that our face saliency model explained nearly 60% of the variance of gaze behaviours, and that the weights for the four components were dynamically adjusted depending on the direction of replay.

Results
=======

Comparison of actual and artificial scanpaths
---------------------------------------------

To characterize actual scanpaths recorded from individual participants (a time series of 1736 gaze positions for each participant), we compared them with several artificially generated scanpaths: "peak-face", "random-face", and "physical" saliency scanpaths. In viewing a frame shown in [Figure 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, most participants looked at the teachers in the centre and at the left female teacher in particular. As a result, the "peak-face" scanpath, defined as an artificial scanpath that followed the face with the largest number of gazes, fell on the face of the female teacher (orange dot). In contrast, a "random-face" scanpath, defined as an artificial scanpath that followed a face that was chosen randomly in each frame, fell on a boy in the right (red diamond), and a "physical" saliency scanpath (intensity channel), defined as an artificial scanpath that followed the peak of saliency in terms of low-level physical features defined by intensity, fell on the border of the black hair of a girl in the left against a white background (green square). The "peak" face scanpath seemed to represent the actual gazes of the 24 participants, but other artificial scanpaths did not.

This was generally true over the entire duration of the video stimuli, as indicated by the plots on the MDS plane ([Figure 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Actual scanpaths (cyan and magenta symbols) clustered together, and the "peak-face" scanpaths fell near the centre of the cluster (orange symbols). In contrast, the "random-face" scanpaths (diamonds) and the "physical" saliency scanpaths (squares) fell in the periphery. Of particular importance, forward replay scanpaths (cyan circles) and reverse replay scanpaths (magenta triangles) formed two distinct clusters on the MDS plane, irrespective of whether the sound was available (filled symbols) or not (open symbols).

These observations were directly confirmed statistically by comparing the mean of within- or across-group distances ([Figure 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}; one-way ANOVA, *F~6,\ 6377~* = 2885, *p* \< 0.0001). First, the mean distance between the "peak" face scanpaths and the actual scanpaths (Peak/Actual, 49 ± 20 pixels; mean ± *s.d.*) was significantly smaller than those calculated for the "random-face" (Random/Actual, 158 ± 9 pixels, *p \<* 0.0001), and the "physical" saliency scanpaths (Physical/Actual, 157 ± 23 pixels, *p \<* 0.0001). In addition, the mean distance between the actual scanpaths and the "peak" face scanpaths (Peak/Actual, 49 ± 20 pixels) was significantly "smaller" than the mean distance between actual scanpaths (Actual/Actual, 71 ± 22 pixels, [Figure 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}, *p* \< 0.0001). Second, the mean distance between actual scanpaths (Actual/Actual, 71 ± 22 pixels) was not affected by the availability of the sound (Sound on/Sound off, 72 ± 22 pixels, *p* = 0.63). Third, the mean distance between the actual scanpaths (Actual/Actual, 71 ± 22 pixels) became significantly larger when measured between scanpaths in the forward and reverse replay conditions (Forward/Reverse, 97 ± 23 pixels, *p* \< 0.0001).

We are able to draw several important implications from these results. First, the "peak-face" scanpath, after disregarding all objects other than faces, still represented the essence of actual gaze behaviours. Second, actual gaze behaviours little depended on verbal semantics that was completely lost when the sound was not provided. Third, gaze behaviours were not symmetric about the time reversal. Our proposed model should take account of all these points.

Application of the face saliency model
--------------------------------------

To test the extent to which our proposed face saliency model was able to explain the temporal profiles of the face viewing proportions, we fitted the model to each of 40 data sets (10 video clips × 4 replay conditions). While viewing video clip No. 4 that featured two boys taking turns in their conversation (forward replay condition with sound), most participants viewed the left boy at 1.83 s with a peak viewing proportion of 0.8 ([Figure 3g](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, blue dotted line). Then, most of them shifted their gazes to the right boy with a peak viewing proportion of 0.8 at 4.53 s (red dotted line). More than 80% of this typical gaze behaviour (dotted lines) was explained by the face saliency model (solid lines) in that 83% of the variance of the viewing proportion was explained by the model (*d.c.* = 0.83, [Figure 3g](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). In this particular example, the head motion contributed the basic temporal profiles, mouth movement (with ordinary speech sound) added more transients, size provided basic biases, but the novelty component contributed little ([Figure 3f](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, leftmost column, Forward/Sound). The features of temporal profiles and the relative contributions of the four components in the forward replay condition with sound were carried over to the forward replay condition without sound (*d.c.* = 0.78, Forward/No sound, [Figure 3f](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). However, temporal profiles in the reverse replay condition with sound were quite different from those in the forward replay conditions. The contribution from the mouth movement component (with speech sound in reverse) became much larger, and the size component ceased to contribute (*d.c.* = 0.76, Reverse/Sound, [Figure 3f](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). When the video clip was replayed in reverse without sound, temporal profiles were similar to those in the reverse replay condition with sound, but the dynamic range of the viewing proportions had shrunk. As a result, the determination coefficient in this condition was the worst of the four conditions but was still as large as 0.62 (Reverse/No sound, [Figure 3f](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, the four-component face saliency model, through adjustments of the relative weights of the four components, captured the key features of the gaze behaviours while viewing Clip 4.

Validity of the four component model
------------------------------------

The determination coefficient (*d.c.*) ranged from 0.46 to 0.99 with the mean of 0.79 ([Figure 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, n = 40), and was as large as 0.87 when the *d.c.* was calculated over the entire 10 video clips ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}, top row, *d.f.* = 40, *d.c.* = 0.87). The face saliency model was successful in that the model explained 87% of the dynamic changes in the face viewing proportions. When we dropped one of 9 parameters in the four-component face saliency model, the decrease in *d.c.* ranged from 0.01 to 0.17 (2^nd^ to 10^th^ rows in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). However, Akaike\'s information criterion increased (became worse) in all cases (*ΔAIC* \> 1500). Thus, we judge that all four components and 9 parameters were indispensable, although we think that our model has much room for further improvement, as discussed later.

To further confirm the validity of the four component model, we made a "model-peak-face" scanpath that followed the face with the largest value of viewing proportion predicted by the face saliency model. The mean distance between the "model" peak face scanpath and the actual scanpaths (Model/Actual, 57 ± 27 pixels, [Figure 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}) was as small as that between the original "peak" face scanpath and the actual scanpaths (Peak/Actual, 49 ± 20 pixels). These results also indicate that the "model-peak-face" scanpaths were significantly nearer to the actual scanpaths than the actual scanpaths were between themselves.

We further tested whether the estimated parameters can be generalized across different video clips. For this purpose, we used each video clip as test data while using the other 9 as data for model fitting ([Fig. 4c](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). The *d.c.* decreased but was still as large as 0.57 when the gaze positions over the entire 10 video clips were evaluated as a whole.

It is worth noting here that two of the four components, "size" and "head motion", correlates with the zooming of the scene, whereas the other two, "mouth movement" and "novelty", was assigned a value of zero or one irrespective of whether the face was zoomed in or out. Therefore, the model parameters are not necessarily expected to generalize across different scenes with different magnifications. This was further confirmed by fitting the full four-component model to the entire 10 video clips in each of four conditions (the 11^th^ row in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}, degrees of freedom = 36). The *d.c.* was still as large as 0.66 but the AIC became much larger (ΔAIC = 21209) than when the model was fitted to each video clip. Thus, the model parameters should be estimated for each scene, and we may not compare the values of estimated parameters across different video clips.

For the purpose of comparison, we introduced the "relative contribution" from each of the four components to the face saliency, as defined by [Eq. 4](#m4){ref-type="disp-formula"} in Methods. The sum of the relative contributions across the four components was normalized to one ([Eq. 5](#m5){ref-type="disp-formula"}), so that the value can be compared across different conditions and video clips.

Effects of replay and sound conditions on the relative contributions
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The relative contributions from the four components were similar on average ([Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, *W~s~* = 0.31 ± 0.037; *W~h~* = 0.25 ± 0.033; *W~m~* = 0.27 ± 0.030; *W~n~* = 0.18 ± 0.026; means ± *s.e.m.*). To clarify how the weights across the four components were adjusted depending on the replay conditions with and without sound, we applied the three-way ANOVA to the relative contributions of the four components. As a result, the three main effects (component, replay direction, and the sound condition) were not significant, but an interaction term between the components (size, head motion, mouth movement, and novelty) and the replay direction (forward and reverse) was found to be significant (*F~3,27~* = 3.6, *p* = 0.026). Post-hoc tests showed that the relative contribution of novelty was significantly larger in the reverse replay condition than in the forward replay condition (*p* = 0.016, [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the mean relative contribution of the head movement was significantly larger in the forward condition than in the reverse condition (p = 0.047, [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}).

To summarize, the sound condition did not alter weights across the four components. By contrast, the replay direction dynamically adjusted weights on the novelty and the head motion: the weight on the head motion in the forward replay condition was shifted to the weight on the novelty in the reverse replay condition.

Effects of gestures
-------------------

As previously shown in [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, we were able to explain nearly 60% of gaze behaviours on average by our face saliency model. The model is by no means perfect with only four components in the model. To look for directions in which to improve, we searched for frames in which there was a large discrepancy between the actual viewing proportion and the value predicted by the present model. The worst three cases are shown in [Figure 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. Of importance, in two of the three scenes, the main characters were extending the arms ([Figure 6a, d](#f6){ref-type="fig"}) or raising the right hand ([Figure 6b, e](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). At these occasions, gazes of the participants moved onto the faces of the characters that raised or extended their arms but never onto the hands or the arms that were actually moved. Body gestures in general are likely to attract our attention to the face of the owner of the body parts in motion.

In the third worst case ([Figure 6c, f](#f6){ref-type="fig"}), the face saliency model assigned a viewing proportion of 25% to a girl (second from the right) when most participants were looking at the girl (\> 70%, magenta dotted line). The scene followed the end of a speech of a man who was standing on the right and was intensely looking at the girl while he was speaking. We speculate that the attention of the man was shared by the participants, and the joint attention increased the saliency of the girl who was supposed to be the next speaker.

Discussion
==========

In the present study, we proposed a model of face selection in viewing video stories to explain stereo-typed gaze behaviours of typical adults as indicated by almost simultaneous shifts of their gazes from one face to another[@b4]. We have here demonstrated the following: 1) the "peak" face scanpath, which followed the face that attracted the largest number of views but ignored all other objects in the scene, still retained the key features of actual gaze behaviours, 2) gaze behaviours remained unchanged whether the sound was provided or not, 3) the gaze behaviours in the reverse replay condition were distinct from the simple time-reversal of the gaze behaviours in the forward replay condition, and 4) nearly 60% of the variance of gaze behaviours was explained by the face saliency that was defined as a function of its size, novelty, head movements, and mouth movements. We will examine the implications of these key findings.

Strong preference to face
-------------------------

The "peak" face scanpaths were nearer to the actual scanpaths on average than the actual scanpaths were between themselves ([Figure 2c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). This clearly shows that the "peak" face scanpaths still retained the key features of actual gaze behaviours, though the scanpaths ignored all other objects in the scene, like text as exemplified in [Figure 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. In fact, text, in addition to face, is reported to attract attention of participants who viewed still pictures[@b9][@b11]. However, most of the first fixation in viewing a still picture fell on a face, not on text[@b9]. By using the same video clips that were used in the present study, we previously showed that the viewing rate of text was half as large as that of face even at the peak viewing time of text after presenting a caption[@b4]. It is likely that the strong preference to face was continuously updated in viewing video clips, in which any one of the faces in the scene never stayed still like a face in a still picture. The strong preference to face in adults with typical development explains why the peak face scanpath retained key features of the actual scanpaths.

It could then be argued that the success of the "peak" face scanpath just relied on the strong preference toward face in general. However, the failure of the "random" face scanpaths rejects this possibility. A random selection of a face among two to five faces yielded scanpaths that were four times farther from the actual scanpaths than the "peak" face scanpath. It is the choice of the right face at the right timing that is essential for reproducing the typical gaze behaviours.

Lack of contribution from verbal semantics
------------------------------------------

To our surprise, lack of sound did not make much difference in the scanpaths ([Figure 2b, c](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). The most striking example is shown in [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}: gaze behaviours in viewing a video clip where two boys took turns in conversation was amazingly similar whether the sound was presented or not ([Figure 3f](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, left two panels in the row at the bottom). In both conditions, approximately 80% of the almost simultaneous shifts of the gazes from one boy to another was reproduced with similar weights on the four components. These results strongly suggest that face selection in our typical gaze behaviours does not primarily depend on verbal information. This agrees with a recent report that participants look more at faces, and especially at talking faces, regardless of auditory conditions[@b19].

However, we are not insisting that our gaze behaviour primarily depends on low-level physical features in general. On the contrary, we have shown that the typical gaze behaviour cannot be explained by low-level physical features alone: the "physical" saliency scanpaths was markedly different from actual scanpaths, as has been repeatedly shown in recent studies[@b3][@b20][@b21]. It is the size and motion of the "face" (and face parts), or the novel appearance of the "face" that explained our typical gaze behaviours.

Implications of asymmetry in terms of time-reversal
---------------------------------------------------

The full-gaze pattern analysis using multidimensional scaling has demonstrated that scanpaths in the forward replay condition were distinct from those in the reverse replay condition ([Figure 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). This indicates that typical gaze behaviours were asymmetric in terms of time-reversal. This asymmetry may not be surprising, assuming that the face saliency model is true. First, the novelty component was asymmetric. What was novel in the forward replay condition at some point in time was never novel at the same time point when the stimuli were played in reverse. Second, the kernels for exponential averaging, which were applied to the head motion, mouth movement, and the novelty component, were asymmetric in time.

However, we further found that participants depended significantly more on the head movement when the stimuli were played in the forward direction, but depended significantly more on the novelty component when the stimuli were played in reverse ([Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). We speculate that the participants were able to read into certain contexts, such as a timing of turn-taking in speech (e.g. [Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), from the head movement when the video was played in the normal direction. It was indeed reported that a linear head movement, termed as the postural shift, occurs just prior to turn-taking[@b18]. The significant decrease in the weight of head motion in the reverse replay condition suggests that this type of "visual" motion information that predicted timings of turn-takings in conversation was lost to some extent in the reverse replay condition (e.g., see changes in weights for head movements in [Figure 3f](#f3){ref-type="fig"}).

It may then be questioned how the "context" can be read by the brain. One possibility is that a higher region in the cerebral cortex processes the semantics of visual information and provides predicted timings of turn-takings. However, such kind of top-down controls are often slow, and may not be advantageous for the quick and amazingly simultaneous shifts of gazes from one face to another. By contrast, Giese and Possio[@b22] proposed a simple feed-forward network with some lateral connections, and showed by simulation that the correct sequences of motion can be learned robustly by "motion pattern neurons" with a simple time-dependent hebbian learning rule. Thus, the drop of weight on the head motion in the reverse replay condition can be explained without assuming a higher cognitive mechanism, but just by assuming such sequence selective "motion pattern neurons".

Candidates of other components
------------------------------

The four component facial saliency model failed to reproduce gaze behaviours when a teacher raised her hand ([Figure 6b, e](#f6){ref-type="fig"}) and when a gymnastics instructor opened his arms ([Figure 6a, d](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). Surprisingly, in both cases, participants did not look at the hand or the arms but looked directly at the face of the actors in response to their gestures. We may therefore improve the face saliency model by adding another component that detects body gestures and attributes the gesture to the face of the actor (gesture component).

In the third worst occasion, gazes were clustered on a girl who did not move at all but was apparently making eye contact with a prior speaker and was most likely to be the next speaker ([Figure 6c, f](#f6){ref-type="fig"}). This particular example showed that gazes of the participants were greatly affected by the direction of the gaze of a current speaker to whom participants were attending. The result agrees with the well-known effect of joint attention on gaze behaviours[@b23]. We may therefore add another component that detects a different target to whom the current target is paying attention (joint attention component).

We may be able to improve the model by adding a centre bias[@b24], a general tendency to view the centre of the screen, as the fifth component (Alternative model 1, [Fig. 7b](#f7){ref-type="fig"}; 10 parameters). However, the model was no better than the 9 parameter model in terms of d.c. or AIC ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). This may be because the centre bias was already implemented in the novelty component in the 9 parameter model ([Eq. 1](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"}). In addition, it is probable that the centre bias is apparent only at the beginning of each scene[@b24] but disappears thereafter.

Another line of improvement may be achieved by adding a physical saliency as a parallel component[@b25][@b26] (Alternative model 2, [Fig. 7b](#f7){ref-type="fig"}, 10 parameters). In fact, the parallel model was slightly better than the original model in terms of both d.c. (improvement from 0.869 to 0.872 at best) and AIC, when we used colour (d.c. = 0.871, ΔAIC = -310), intensity (0.871, -233), orientation (0.872, -435), or all channels (0.870, -133). However, the model was slightly worse in terms of the AIC, when we used contrast (0.869, +130), flicker (0.869, +246), or motion (0.869, +94).

Te variance that was left unexplained by the current four component model could be explained by adding these and other components to the definition of face saliency.

Neural correlates of the face saliency
--------------------------------------

It is often assumed that the subcortical neural circuits, including the superior colliculus, the pulvinar and the amygdala, contribute to face detection[@b27][@b28][@b29]. The amygdala is also implicated for detection of novelty[@b13][@b15] and is thus a good candidate that may contribute to the novelty component.

Of course, a number of face areas in the cerebral cortex should be contributing to the four components. For example, most of the occipitotemporal face areas are responsive both to biological motion and face stimuli (for review, see Ref. [@b16]) and are candidate neural correlates of the head and mouth movement components. Neurons in the superior temporal sulcus in monkeys are reported to respond to articulated head motions[@b30]. Human homologues of such neurons are candidate neural correlates of the head movement component. As for the size, most studies to date emphasize that neural responses in the cortical face areas are not altered by size[@b31]. However, a recent neuroimaging study reported that responses in the fusiform face area increased with the size of the face stimuli[@b12]. A previous study has also reported that the size of the face did affect the responses of some face responsive neurons in the superior temporal sulcus of monkeys[@b32]. Thus, these temporal face areas are among candidates that would represent the size component.

However, we still do not know anything regarding how multiple faces are represented in these areas, how the four components that seem to be represented over several areas, including subcortical and cortical areas, are combined, or how the face saliency assigned to each face is to be compared among a number of faces. Neural correlates of face saliency warrant further investigations.

Methods
=======

Participants
------------

Twenty-four healthy adults (12 men and 12 women) with a mean age of 23 years (s.d.: 5.2 years) participated. They were normal or corrected to normal in their visual acuity. All experimental protocols were approved by the Ethical Review Board of Juntendo University School of Medicine, and was performed in accordance with the approved guidelines and the Declaration of Helsinki. All participants gave written informed consent before the experiments.

Apparatus, stimuli, and general task designs
--------------------------------------------

Participants were seated on a chair facing a 17-inch TFT flat-screen monitor (Eizo, FlexScan S1701; full screen was used at a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels), which was placed 60 cm away from their eyes. The gaze positions of both eyes were recorded at 50 Hz with a remote eye tracker (Tobii, ×50, Tobii Technology AB) set below the monitor.

Participants were instructed to view the video stimulus presented on the monitor with their heads rested on a chin rest. The video stimulus was prepared in a previous study[@b4]. It was 77 s long (2237 frames) and consisted of 12 short video clips, each of which lasted for approximately 6 s. A blank of 0.5 s was inserted after each clip.

The stimulus was presented to each participant four times under four different replay conditions: forward replay with or without sound and reverse replay with or without sound ([Figure 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The order of the four replay conditions was counterbalanced across the 24 participants. Six additional participants were tested but were excluded from the analysis because the percentage of valid data points did not reach the cutoff of 70%.

Data analysis
-------------

The gaze positions of the right and the left eyes were averaged to yield a single gaze position for each time point. Data points were included for further analysis only when both eye positions were available. We examined the gaze positions of the participants while they viewed 10 video clips that featured two or more human characters (1739 of 2237 frames, [Figure 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}).

Calculation of the viewing proportion for each face
---------------------------------------------------

To quantify how many participants viewed a particular face at each frame, we calculated the viewing proportion for each face as described previously[@b4]. We first identified all faces for each of the 1739 frames. When the number of faces was more than five, we chose the five faces that were nearest to the centre of the screen. Then, we identified face parts, including eyes, nose and mouth, manually for each face. The distance between a gaze position and the registered face parts was then calculated, and a value between zero and one was assigned using a Gaussian function that yielded one at a distance of zero and 0.6 at a distance of 30 pixels (1.5 degrees, one S.D. of the Gaussian function, and three times the spatial resolution of the eye tracker). When the sum of the assigned values over the registered targets exceeded one, each assigned value was divided by the sum. The normalized viewing index of face parts was summed for each face, and this value served as a viewing index of the face. We calculated the viewing proportion of each face by averaging the viewing index of the face over the 24 participants. The viewing proportion for each registered face, which took the value of one when all participants were looking at the particular face, was plotted against the time. The temporal profiles of the face viewing proportions served as dependent variables to be explained by our proposed face saliency model.

Comparison of actual and artificial scanpaths
---------------------------------------------

To test whether the face viewing proportions alone captured the essence of the actual gaze behaviours of the participants, we generated an artificial scanpath that followed the "peak" face that attracted the largest viewing proportion at each frame of the motion pictures. Four "peak-face" scanpaths were prepared, one for each of the four replay conditions. For comparison, we also generated ten "random" face scanpaths that followed a face that was chosen at random. We further generated artificial scanpaths based on saliency in terms of low-level physical features defined by colour, intensity, orientation, contrast, flicker, or motion ("physical" saliency scanpaths) using the Harel method, termed GBVS[@b6][@b33]. We used a MATLAB source code that was openly available on the web (<http://www.vision.caltech.edu/~harel/share/gbvs.php>) and prepared seven "physical" saliency scanpaths based on seven saliency maps, one for each of the six channels and another by combining all channels.

To quantify differences and similarities in the temporo-spatial patterns of the actual (24 participants x 4 replay conditions = 96 scanpaths) and artificial scanpaths (four "peak" face, 10 "random" face, and seven "physical" saliency scanpaths), we used a multi-dimensional scaling technique described previously[@b4]. Briefly, we directly calculated the absolute distance between a pair of "gaze" points from every pair of scanpaths at each of the 1739 time points. Then, the median was taken as the distance between the two scanpaths to define a between-scanpath distance matrix (117 × 117; 96 + 10 + 7 + 4 = 117). With this matrix, we applied multidimensional scaling (MDS) to plot each scanpath in a two-dimensional plane (MDS plane). If the temporo-spatial trajectories were similar for a pair of scanpaths, they would be plotted very near each other and vice versa. We used the MATLAB statistics toolbox (MathWorks) for calculations.

Furthermore, we directly compared the mean distance between the actual scanpaths and each group of artificial scanpaths ("peak" face, "random" face, and "physical" saliency), and the mean distance between actual scanpaths by using one-way analysis of variance and a post-hoc analysis (Ryan\'s method, Day & Quinn 1989). The comparison also included the mean distances between actual scanpaths in the forward replay conditions and those in the reverse replay conditions, the mean distances between actual scanpaths in the two replay conditions with sound and those without sound, and, finally, the mean distances between the actual scanpaths and those that followed the "peak" face predicted from the face saliency model ("model" peak scanpaths).

Face saliency model
-------------------

We hypothesized that the saliency of each face was determined by a combination of its size, head motion, mouth movement (for speech) and novelty (weighted by the distance from the screen centre). The size of each face was defined as an area of a triangle formed by two eyes and a mouth (Face 2, [Figure 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}); when two eyes were not available in a profile view, one eye, nose and mouth were used (Face 1, [Figure 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The head motion was defined as the mean of the absolute transition across two neighbouring frames calculated for each of the three points ([Figure 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The mouth movement was assigned a value of zero or one, according to whether the character was speaking (1) or not (0) ([Figure 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The novelty was assigned a value of one for 10 frames (0.33 s) when a face appeared for the first time and then was dropped to zero. Most human characters appeared at the beginning of each video clip, and participants generally viewed the area around the centre of the screen during the preceding 0.5-s blank period. Thus, the novelty was further weighted according to the distance from the centre using a Gaussian function that yielded a value of one at the centre and decayed with a standard deviation (*σ~d~*) ([Figure 3d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Three of the four time series, the motion, mouth movement, and novelty, were further subjected to exponential averaging with two time constants, one (*τ~1~*) for the motion and the mouth movement, both of which were assumed to be indicators of speech[@b34], and another (*τ~2~*) for the novelty component that was expected to decay much faster than the indicators of speech ([Figure 3e](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The size was used without averaging because it was already stable before introducing a time constant. It is worth noting that the novelty depended on the direction of replay: a face was judged as novel when it first appeared in the particular direction of replay. In addition, each face was assigned the same novelty value of one when it appeared for the first time in each of four presentations. That is, the number of repeated presentations (1 to 4) was disregarded. This is not unreasonable because novelty of a visual stimulus is reported to survive even after a number of repeated presentations[@b35].

We then defined a face saliency *(f)* for each face as a linear summation of the four components as follows: where the subscript *i* denotes parameters for the i-th face and *t* denotes the time measured from the beginning of each video stimulus.

We further normalized the face saliency of each face (*s~i~*) by subtracting half of the saliency summed over all faces: We further assumed that the viewing proportion of the particular face was determined by a logistic function of the normalized saliency. The normalized saliency (*s~i~*) took a value of zero when the saliency of the particular face balanced with the saliency summed over the other faces, in which case the logistic function yielded a value of 0.5. The final formula that predicted a viewing proportion (p) was defined as follows: where *p~max~* denotes the upper limit of the viewing proportion and *τ~3~* denotes the delay that is required to move the eyes according to the normalized saliency. The MATLAB global optimization toolbox was used to minimise the squared error between the model prediction and the actual temporal profiles of the viewing proportions; a total of 9 parameters (*w~s~, w~h~*, *w~m~, w~n~, σ~d~, τ~1~, τ~2~, τ~3~*, and *p~max~*) were adjusted. We repeated this optimization procedure for each video clip (n = 10) for each of the four replay conditions (n = 4). The determination coefficient was calculated from residual errors between the data and the model predictions after each optimization process. We further tested whether the estimated parameters can be generalized across different video clips. For this purpose, we used each video clip as test data while using the other 9 as data for model fitting.

To quantify the relative contributions of the four components (size, head motion, mouth movement, novelty) to the face saliency, we further integrated each term in the right-hand side of [Eq. 1](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"} over time and divided each value by the face saliency (left-hand side of [Eq. 1](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) integrated over time. For example, the relative contribution of the size (*W~s~*) was defined as where T denotes the duration of a video clip. Thus the sum of the relative contributions was normalized to one:

Comparison with other models
----------------------------

We examined whether the four-component model with 9 parameters can be improved by excluding one of them (9 cases), or by adding another component: the centre bias component (Alternative model 1, [Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}), or the physical saliency component (Alternative model 2).

The centre bias component was defined as a Gaussian function with the peak in the centre of the screen that decayed with a standard deviation of *σ~d~*. The centre bias consisted the fifth component in the face saliency model as follows: where *d~i~*(*t*) denotes the distance between the i-th face and the centre of the screen at time *t*. It should be noted that the centre bias that was implemented in the novelty component in the original model ([Eq. 4](#m4){ref-type="disp-formula"}) was removed.

In another model (Alternative model 2, [Fig. 7b](#f7){ref-type="fig"}), the mean physical saliency around the face (within a circular area with the diameter of 30 pixels) was added as the fifth component: We actually tested 7 models by substituting the fifth term with physical saliency defined by colour, intensity, orientation, contrast, flicker, motion, or their combination ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}).

To compare these models for their relative goodness of fit, the determination coefficient (*d.c.*) and Akaike\'s Information Criterion (*AIC*) were calculated for each model. The *d.c.* and *AIC* were calculated using the formula as follows: and where *n* denotes the number of data points (*n* = 23196) and *k* denotes the degrees of freedom in each model (*k*, [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). The *d.c.* represents the proportion of the variance of the data explained by the model: it takes the maximum value of one when there are no residual errors. However, the *d.c.* is not suitable for choosing the best model, because the *d.c.* increases with the degrees of freedom. AIC takes not only the residual error but also the degrees of freedom (*k*) into account: the degrees of freedom are added as a penalty to the natural logarithm of the variance of the residual error. Thus, the model that yields the smallest AIC can be judged as the best model. For the sake of comparison, the AIC difference (*ΔAIC*) was calculated by subtracting the AIC of the standard face saliency model with 9 parameters ([Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"})[@b36].

Comparison across replay conditions
-----------------------------------

To evaluate whether typical gaze behaviours depended on the content of speech and the existence of sound, we compared results of the model fitting across the four different replay conditions. The determination coefficient was compared using a two-way repeated measure ANOVA with the two main factors of the replay condition (forward/reverse) and the existence of the sound (on/off). Then, a three-way ANOVA (component × replay condition × sound) was applied to the relative contribution to test whether there is any dynamic adjustment of the relative contributions (*W~s~*, *W~h~*, *W~m~*, *W~n~*) depending on the availability of the speech context and/or sound.

Analysis of discrepancy
-----------------------

The face saliency model proposed in the present study is by no means perfect and requires improvement. To determine the direction of improvement, we picked the worst three frames of video stimuli, at which the residual error between the model prediction and the actual viewing proportion was the first, second, and the third largest of all frames.
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![Designs of the model and experiments.\
(a) A schematic diagram of the face saliency model. Faces were detected first, and a saliency was assigned to each as a combination of its size, head motion, mouth movement (for speech) and novelty (weighted by the distance from the screen centre). Then, the face saliency was used to predict the viewing probability of each face. (b) Replay conditions. The video stimuli (77 s long) were replayed in four different conditions in a two-by-two factorial manner: replay direction (forward/reverse) by sound condition (on/off). (c) Example frames taken from 10 video clips used for analysis. Up to five faces (circled) were chosen for calculating the viewing proportions. The other faces are covered by black circles. Note that faces were not covered by these circles in the actual experiments. Five clips (no. 1, 2, 5, 8, 10) were taken from TV programmes for young children "Okaasan to Issho" (NHK, Japan Broadcasting Corporation). Four (no. 4, 6, 7, 9) were taken from a film \"Always: Sunset on Third Street\" (Toho Co., Ltd). Clip no. 3 was taken from a film \"A.I.-Artifical Intelligence\" (Warner bros., not shown).](srep07666-f1){#f1}

![Comparisons of actual and artificial scanpaths.\
(a) Actual gaze positions (cyan circles) and model predictions superimposed on a typical frame in Clip No. 1 ("Okaasan to Issho", NHK). Model predictions are represented by an orange dot ("peak" face scanpath), a green square ("physical" saliency scanpath, intensity channel), and a red diamond ("random" face scanpath). Note that faces were not covered by the circles in the actual experiments. (b) Distribution of temporo-spatial gaze patterns in the MDS plane. Each symbol represents a full temporo-spatial scanpath from a single participant (n = 24) under four different replay conditions (cyan: forward replay, magenta: reverse replay, filled: with sound, open: without sound) or an artificially generated scanpath (orange symbols: "peak" face scanpaths, green squares: "physical" saliency scanpaths, red diamonds: "random" face scanpaths). Numbers near green squares discriminate between six low-level feature channels (1: colour, 2: intensity, 3: orientation, 4: contrast, 5: flicker, 6: motion) and all feature channels (7) that were used for generating "physical" saliency scanpaths. (c) Distances between the actual and artificial scanpaths. Box plots show the distances between the actual scanpaths (Actual/Actual), between the "peak" face and the actual scanpaths (Peak/Actual), between the "random" face and the actual scanpaths (Random/Actual), between the "physical" saliency and the actual scanpaths (Physical/Actual), between the actual scanpaths in the forward and those in the reverse replay conditions (Forward/Reverse), between the actual scanpaths in the two replay conditions with and without sound (Sound on/Sound off), and between the actual and predicted scanpaths from the face saliency model (Model/Actual). The one-way analysis of variance showed that the means of the 7 groups were significantly different (*F~6,\ 6377~* = 2885, *p* \< 0.0001). Post-hoc analyses (Ryan\'s method) showed that the mean was significantly different in all pairs (*p* \< 0.0001) except in the three pairs shown in brackets (*n.s.*). One pixel corresponds to 0.05 degrees.](srep07666-f2){#f2}

![The face saliency model applied to Clip 4 (\"Always: Sunset on Third Street\", Toho Co., Ltd).\
(a--d) The definition of the four components that constituted face saliency. Size (a), head motion (b), mouth movement (c), and novelty (d). The novelty was weighted by the distance from the screen centre (cross in (d)). The eyes, nose, and mouth were registered manually in each frame for each face (dots in (a)). The positions of these face parts were used for calculating the size (a), head motion (b), and distance between the screen centre and the face (d). (e) Examples of the four components were calculated for a boy on the left (blue) and another on the right (red). The exponential average was further applied to the head motion, mouth movement, and novelty components. (f) Fitting of the face saliency model to actual face viewing proportions (broken lines in the bottom panels) obtained under four different replay conditions (one for each column). Face saliency (fifth row) was defined as the weighted sum of the four components (top four rows). Then, the face saliency was transformed into face viewing probability (solid lines in the bottom row) using a logistic function. Determination coefficients (*d.c.*) are shown for each condition. Note that the time axis is inverted in the reverse replay conditions (arrows near the abscissae). (g) Magnification of the results of model fitting in the forward replay conditions with sound. Distributions of the actual gaze positions are shown at two time points when the viewing proportions reached a peak for the left (1.83 s) and the right (4.53 s) boys.](srep07666-f3){#f3}

![Determination coefficients compared across replay conditions (a, c) and the number of faces in each video clip (b).\
Histograms in (a) and (c) show the distribution of the determination coefficient under different replay conditions discriminated by colour (cyan: forward, magenta: reverse) and filling of the box (filled: sound on, open: sound off). In (a) the face saliency model was fitted to data in each of 10 video clips, but in (c) the model was fitted to data in 9 of them and yielded parameters were used for testing data in the other one for cross-validation. Arrows in (a) and (c) show the determination coefficient calculated over the data in 40 video clips. The mean in (a) was compared using a two-way ANOVA (replay × sound) that yielded a significant interaction between the replay direction and the availability of sound (*F~1,\ 9~* = 17.9, *p* = 0.0022). The bracket shows a pair with a significant difference revealed by post-hoc comparisons (*p* = 0.004, Ryan\'s method). Error bars show the standard error of the mean. (b) The determination coefficient (abscissa) plotted against the number of faces (ordinate). Note that there was no significant correlation.](srep07666-f4){#f4}

![Effects of replay direction and sound conditions on the relative contributions.\
The mean relative contributions are plotted with error bars (*s.e.m.*). The sum of four relative contributions within each replay condition was normalized to one. Replay directions are discriminated by colours (cyan: forward, magenta: reverse), and the sound conditions are discriminated by the filling of the symbols (filled: sound on, open: off). Brackets with p-values show results of post-hoc tests after the three-way ANOVA. Note that the relative contribution of head movement was significantly larger in the forward replay conditions than in the reverse replay conditions (head), the relative contribution of novelty was significantly larger in the reverse replay conditions than in the forward replay conditions (novelty).](srep07666-f5){#f5}

![Effects of gestures on face saliency.\
Three frames, where the face saliency model (solid lines) yielded the first (a), second (b), and third (c) largest errors from the actual viewing proportion (dotted line), are shown, respectively, in the bottom (d, e, and f; taken from Clips No. 5, 1, and 2, respectively; "Okaasan to Issho", NHK). Shadings show a period when the error exceeded 0.4, and the vertical line shows the timing of peak errors. Note that a gymnastics instructor was opening or closing his arms (d) and a teacher was raising her hand (e), when most participants were looking at their faces. Orange bars show periods when they moved their arms. Note that in (f), most participants were looking at a girl (second from the right) who was intensely looked at by the previous speaker on the right (a tall man). Note that faces were not covered by the white circles in the actual experiments.](srep07666-f6){#f6}

![Alternative models.\
In (a), the centre bias, a general tendency to view the face in the centre of the screen, was added as the fifth component of the face saliency. In (b), a parallel component representing physical saliency was added to the face saliency. The physical saliency was averaged around each face and added as the fifth component of the face saliency.](srep07666-f7){#f7}

###### Model comparisons using Akaike\'s Information Criterion (AIC)

  Model                        \# of model parameters               \# of fitting        Degrees of freedom   Determination coefficient   ΔAIC          
  --------------------- ------------------------------------- ------------------------- -------------------- --------------------------- ------ ------- -------
  Face saliency model                                                   Full                     9                       40               360    0.869     0
                                 Excluded parameter                      Size                    8                       40               320    0.698   19351
                                                                         Head                    8                       40               320    0.854   2428
                                                                        Mouth                    8                       40               320    0.756   14361
                                                                       Novelty                   6                       40               240    0.811   8258
                                                                Centre bias in Novelty           8                       40               320    0.811   8418
                                                                       Max prob                  8                       40               320    0.813   8285
                                                                        *τ~1~*                   8                       40               320    0.852   2786
                                                                        *τ~2~*                   8                       40               320    0.860   1572
                                                                        *τ~3~*                   8                       40               320    0.826   6491
  Face saliency model                                                   Full                     9                        4                36    0.665   21209
  Alternative model 1              Added parameter                   Centre bias                 10                      40               400    0.852   2930
  Alternative model 2    Added parameter (Physical saliency)            Color                    10                      40               400    0.871   −310
                                                                      Intensity                  10                      40               400    0.871   −233
                                                                     Orientation                 10                      40               400    0.872   −435
                                                                       Contrast                  10                      40               400    0.869    130
                                                                       Flicker                   10                      40               400    0.869    246
                                                                        Motion                   10                      40               400    0.869    94
                                                                      6 channels                 10                      40               400    0.870   −133

Each model was fitted to each of 10 clips in each of 4 conditions (\# of fitting = 40), or to 10 clips as a whole in each of 4 conditions (\# of fitting = 4). ΔAIC represents the difference of AIC between each model and the full face saliency model in the top row. Note that the smaller AIC is the better.
